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Morressier’s automated integrity checks bring new levels of trust to your community’s research, earlier in the lifecycle than ever before. As the volume of research outpaces peer review processes, misconduct and retractions are on the rise.

“The number of retracted publications has grown from practically zero three decades ago to at least 1,970 items labeled as ‘retraction’ in 2020 in the Web of Science database alone.” According to Taylor and Francis Online

Our platform combines an agile process and powerful technology to enhance research integrity. From publishing workflows that empower reviewers and editors with rigorous integrity checks, to discussions integrated into each piece of research in our libraries that improve collective understanding, we believe now is the time to embrace change in your research integrity toolkit with Morressier’s end to end platform.

Deliver the highest quality content with embedded integrity checks at every stage of the research lifecycle

Advanced Research Integrity Services

**VERIFY AUTHOR ID**
Confirm the identities of authors and co-authors with a multi-step automatic verification process, using Ringgold, ORCiD and other industry standards.

**IDENTIFY RESEARCH**
Discover, share, and track research throughout the lifecycle with automatic assignment of your DOIs to early-stage research.

**VALIDATE RESEARCH INTEGRITY**
Detect plagiarism, fraud, conflicts of interest, citation manipulation and more with automated integrity checks.

**REVIEW RESULTS**
Assess and evaluate to make informed publishing decisions based on comprehensive results from our integrity dashboards.
KEY BENEFITS

All your data, at your fingertips

Powerful integrity dashboards
Our integrity dashboards provide a holistic view of your content to show each piece of research at all stages of peer review.

Find research misconduct, early

Comprehensive preflight checks
Enhance your peer review process and make it impossible for misconduct to fall through the cracks with our AI-enhanced integrity checks.

Maximize speed without sacrificing quality

Superior user experience
Our workflows make the peer review process intuitive. Every interaction, reminder, and decision happens in-platform to avoid delays in the process.

Publish with confidence

Last minute validation
With our preflight manuscript checks, you can rest easy. Create your criteria and quickly review everything one last time to avoid any mistakes.

The power of integrations

A network of integrity support
We integrate our platform's workflows with plagiarism detectors like iThenticate and Turnitin, so you don't have to make any sacrifices with our workflows.

Prevent costly retractions

Smart automations
Reduce the average cost per article by avoiding retractions with embedded integrity checks throughout peer review workflows.